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A simple experiment on light scattering in the atmosphere is presented, which allows us to estimate
the thickness of the atmosphere. The experiment is based on an idea by Wood and uses only tubes,
diaphragms, and a partially reflecting mirror as optical elements. ©2003 American Association of Physics

Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses a light scattering experiment ba
on an idea by Wood1 that can be performed with the nake
eye and that allows us to estimate the thickness of the at
sphere by comparing the sunlight scattered along a p
through the atmosphere with that scattered along a path~of
adjustable length! parallel to the ground. The setup is ve
simple and can easily be built in the classroom.

An assumption inherent in the comparison is that b
scattering paths contain the same scattering particles. Th
fore, to yield good results, the experiment must be do
when the air is pure with few aerosol particles present,
cause aerosol particles are not distributed uniformly throu
out the atmosphere. If the atmosphere contains only
gases that constitute normal air, the light scattered by suc
atmosphere is described by Rayleigh theory. The light s
tered from larger liquid or solid particles is significant
more complicated and is better described by Mie theory. T
characteristics of Rayleigh and Mie scattering have been
cussed extensively in the literature~see, for example, Refs
2–8!.

In Sec. II some characteristics of Rayleigh scattering in
atmosphere as well as scattering in general are briefly
viewed as background for the understanding of the exp
ment. The experimental arrangement as well as a quantita
analysis is presented in Sec. III, a comparison to related w
is given in Sec. IV, and finally some possible extensions
student projects are discussed in Sec. V.

II. SCATTERING OF LIGHT IN THE ATMOSPHERE

The earth’s atmosphere includes atoms, molecules, r
drops, ice crystals, and aerosols. These constituents can
ter light described by either Rayleigh or Mie scatteri
theory depending on the size of the particles compared w
the wavelength of the incoming radiation. Here, we revi
the general characteristics of Rayleigh scattering that are
evant for the understanding of the suggested experiment.
scattering from larger particles, such as aerosols, whose
is comparable to or larger than the wavelength of light, is
treated here. Our experiment may be done only at time
places where the atmosphere is nearly free of these la
particles.

A. Rayleigh scattering

Rayleigh scattering describes the elastic scattering of e
tromagnetic waves whose wavelengthl is much larger than
979 Am. J. Phys.71 ~10!, October 2003 http://aapt.org/a
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the size of the scatterer. This is the case for the scatterin
sunlight from the electrons of atoms or molecules or fro
very small particles in the atmosphere. The angular distri
tion, polarization, and wavelength dependency of Rayle
scattering has characteristic features.

The polarization of Rayleigh-scattered light is easily u
derstood in terms of the classical Drude model. The elec
field of the wave leads to forced oscillations of harmonica
bound electrons~the resonant frequencies of electronic tra
sitions of the air molecules are far in the ultraviolet!. Conse-
quently, the periodic acceleration of the electrons results
the emission of electromagnetic waves with the angular ch
acteristics of a dipole antenna~see Fig. 1!. In particular, no
radiation is emitted in the direction of the oscillation. Th
behavior helps to explain the polarization of the scatte
light.9 If unpolarized light is incident on ideal Rayleigh sca
terers, the scattered light should be perfectly polarized a
scattering angle of 90°~see Fig. 2!.

In reality, even if very pure air is used, the degree
polarization is never 100% for several reasons. First, the
molecules are not spherical, but rather spheroidal. This sh
factor results in a maximum degree of polarization of ab
94%.3,6 Second, the atmosphere usually contains an ap
ciable number of larger particles, which show Mie scatter
with a different angular polarization dependence. Third, th
are contributions of multiply scattered light as well as bac
scattering from the surface of the earth. Overall, the po
ization typically reaches values of around 80% and depe
on the concentration of particles. It is thus related to
transmission of the atmosphere~see Rozenberg in Ref. 5!.

The wavelength dependence of Rayleigh scattering ca
easily derived from the characteristics of dipole scattering10

The total intensity of the scattered light varies as a funct
of wavelength according to I(l)}1/l4, indicating that blue
light is scattered much more efficiently than red light. Due
dispersion effects, the exponent is even slightly larger a
has a value of about 4.08.3,6

B. Geometry and air mass factor

The geometry of the scattering of sunlight in the atm
sphere is described in Fig. 3. The sunlight comes from
anglefs above the horizon. Rather than usingfs, one often
uses the zenith anglefz . To view sunlight scattered by 90°
we look in a direction with a zenith angle equal to the s
elevation anglefs ~broken line in Fig. 3!.

The zenith angle defines the air-mass factor. If an obse
979jp © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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looks straight up, he/she is looking through an air mass
fined to be equal to unity (AM51.0). If the observer looks
up at a zenith angle offz , the line of sight through the
atmosphere is longer by about the factor 1/cosfz for a planar
earth. For example, for a zenith angle of 30°, AM51.15. In
the context of the present experiment, AM is a measure
the number of light scatterers along a given line of sight.

C. Single versus multiple scattering

The amount of matter along a sight line determin
whether single or multiple scattering dominates~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 6!. The relevant parameter is the optical thic

Fig. 1. Emission of electromagnetic waves~bold solid line! by a Hertzian
dipole as a function of angle~the lines are in intervals of 10°!. The intensity
of the scattered light in a particular direction is indicated by the length of
arrows in this direction; no light is emitted along the~vertical! axis of
oscillation.

Fig. 2. Unpolarized light, indicated by the respective E-field vectors
scattered by electrons of air molecules. At a scattering angle of 90°,
scattered light is linearly polarized~after Ref. 9!.
980 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2003
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nesst, which is defined as the thickness in units of the o
tical mean free path. Fort,1, single scattering is the
dominant process. This is the case for light incident n
fz50°. For largerfz , the path of light through the atmo
sphere and therefore alsot increases. Fort.1, a photon has
an increasing chance of being scattered many times a
path becomes longer than the optical mean free path. If
sight line is nearly horizontal, the very long path through t
atmosphere gives rise to multiple scattering, which accou
for the whiter color of the sky near the horizon compar
with the bluer sky near the zenith~see for example, Refs. 1
and 12!.

III. ESTIMATING THE THICKNESS OF THE
ATMOSPHERE

Several demonstrations and lab experiments of light s
tering phenomena have been described in the literature~see,
for example, Refs. 1, 5, and 13–17!. This paper describes a
old experiment that was originally suggested by Wood1 and
later discussed by Minnaert.18

A. Experimental arrangement and qualitative
explanation

The principal idea is to compare the intensities of the sc
tered sunlight along two lines of sight. Both lines are at 9
to the direction of the sun. One is in the vertical plane pa
ing through the sun, and the other is parallel to the grou
This horizontal path is limited in length by the experimen
The light scattered along the horizontal path will be deno
as air light, the light scattered along the vertical path will
denoted as sky light in the following. The basic geometry
the sun, observer, sky light, and air light is depicted in Fig

To see only the scattered light, both scattered light sour
should have black backgrounds. For sky light this ba

e

s
e

Fig. 3. The geometry for light scattering in the atmosphere with respec
an earthbound observer is usually described by the sun elevation angfS

and the zenith anglefZ . For simplicity, atmospheric refraction effects
which become important for low sun elevations, are neglected here.
curvature of the earth is strongly exaggerated compared to the thickne
the atmosphere.

Fig. 4. Light scattering geometry for an experiment to estimate the thickn
of the atmosphere by light scattering.
980Michael Vollmer
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ground is obviously the blackness of the universe. For
limited horizontal scattering path a black background can
achieved by looking into the direction of the opening hole
a large cavity, for example, a single window in a big roo
We used an opening of about 1.2 by 1.8 m2 in an otherwise
dark room. The opening resembles a blackbody~see for ex-
ample Ref. 19!, absorbing nearly 100% of the incoming r
diation.

To observe both sources of scattered light simultaneou
a horizontal tube~diameter equal to 10 cm and length equ
to 1 m! is combined with another tube~diameter equal to 6
cm and length equal to 0.6 m! that points in the vertica
plane, 90° from the direction of the sun. They both a
mounted on a tripod. A beam splitter, consisting of a norm
glass plate at an angle of 45° which covers half of the field
view, is inserted~see Fig. 5!. A number of black aperture
~not shown in Fig. 5! are inserted into the horizontal tube
trap any stray light effects of light entering the tube at
oblique angle and to prevent any air light from hitting t
beam splitter. In addition, the sky light that is transmitted
the beam splitter is caught in a light trap.

In the experiment, the sun elevation wasfs'30° yielding
a zenith angle offz'30° for the sky light. This angle cor
responds to an air mass factor of AM'1.15.

The experiment consists of varying the distance of
tube from the terrestrial cavity until the brightness of t
light scattered along the two paths is equal~Fig. 6!. If the
observer is close to the cavity, the air light will appear di
mer than the sky light. At some distanced, the brightness of
the scattered air light will be the same.

The qualitative analysis of the experiment is as follows
we assume a purely Rayleigh scattering atmosphere~devia-
tions will be discussed below!, sky light that travels along

Fig. 5. Experimental apparatus for estimating the thickness of the a
sphere. For clarity, the sky and air light beams within the tube~solid and
broken white lines! are shown vertically displaced in the instrument;
practice the displacement is horizontal.

Fig. 6. The air light has less, equal, or more brightness than the sky l
depending on the length of the horizontal scattering path.
981 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2003
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the line of sight to the eye of the observer traverses an at
sphere thickness with AM51.15 forfz'30°. This thickness
is too short for multiple scattering to be significant. Becau
of the low reflectivity of the partially reflecting mirror, the a
mass in the horizontal beam at the brightness match is
that that in the sky light beam. Light scattered toward the e
of the observer along either line of sight is therefore of blu
color as predicted by Rayleigh scattering theory for sin
scattering events. The measurement itself is quite accu
because the human eye is very sensitive to the compara
brightness of neighboring areas. However, some neces
assumptions for a simple quantitative analysis introdu
greater uncertainties.

B. Quantitative analysis

To obtain a measure of the thickness of the atmosph
we assume an isothermal atmosphere with the pressure
creasing with heighth above sea level, according to the bar
metric formula. In a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere,
number of scatterers per unit length along the path of a li
wave,N, follows an exponential, that is,

N~h!5N~0! expH 2
h

HJ . ~1!

N(0) is the number of scatterers at sea level andH
'8000 m is a measure of the equivalent thickness of
atmosphere.

If we assume only single scattering events and that
scatterers are subject to the same incident light intensity~see
below!, it follows that the scattered light is proportional t
the total number of scatterers along the light path of lengthd.
Under these assumptions, when the brightness of the s
tered light along the two lines of sight is equal, the numb
of scatterers in each path is the same. If we consider
effect of a mirror with a reflectivityx in one of the beams
this statement implies that,

N~0!d5xAME
0

`

N~0! expH 2
h

HJ . dh, ~2!

which yields

d5xAM H. ~3!

Hence, the equivalent thickness of the atmosphere can
calculated by measuring the distanced between the tube and
the cavity if AM andx are known. The air mass factor AM i
easily estimated from sun’s elevation. The reflectivity of t
beam splitterx can either be measured or estimated theor
cally. If we know the index of refraction of the beam splitte
x can be computed according to the following argument. F
ure 5 shows a plane that passes through the observer a
perpendicular to the sun-observer direction. In an id
Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere, the observer looking a
where in this plane will see light that is 100% polarize
During a measurement, one of the tubes is oriented i
horizontal direction to view the air light, and the other al
points in the plane to view the sky light. Both of the tubes
in this plane, which coincides with the plane of incidence
the mirror. By reference to Fig. 2, we can see that sky lig
will be polarized parallel to the plane of incidence.

For glass withn51.5, the reflectivities for perpendicula
~'! and parallel~i! polarization and an angle of incidence
45° are R''9% and Ri50.8%. If the sky light has a degre

o-

t,
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of polarization of 100% at the observation angle of 90°
ward the sun, the light is polarized parallel to the plane
incidence of the beam splitter. Therefore, the front and b
surfaces of the beam splitter give rise to an overall reflec
ity of about 1.6%. In this case, reflections from perpendi
larly polarized light~usually about 17% from the front an
back surface! would not be possible. It is, however, we
known that the sky light for clear skies has a polarization
only about 80%. In this case, the total sky light signal co
sists of (0.831.6%)1(0.2317%), i.e., the overall reflectiv
ity of the beam splitter for the sky light amounts tox
54.7%. If we assume that the polarization is within t
range 80%65%, we obtainx'4.760.8%. The relative er-
ror of about 17% dominates the total error.

In the experiment, a distance ofd5270615 m was found
to give equal brightness for sky light and air light. From E
~3! with x50.04760.008 and AM51.1560.03, we obtain
H550006900 m.

C. Discussion

If we compareH55000 m to the expected value ofH
58000 m, the deviation of about 37% is appreciable,
still satisfactory, particularly when considering the simplic
of the method and the fact that we assumed a purely R
leigh scattering atmosphere. The deviations are due
number of reasons:~1! The assumption of an isothermal a
mosphere is an approximation. However, more realistic m
els show similar dependencies of pressure on the altitud18

~2! The degree of polarization is an adjustable paramete
would be possible to obtain an estimate forH close to 8000
m if the polarization of the sky light were 91%. Howeve
this value seems unreasonably high~compare to Rozenber
in Ref. 5!. Obviously, it would be better to measure the d
gree of polarization independently. If this is not possible,
particular for simple experiments, an estimate of 80% see
reasonable.~3! The assumption that all scatterers are sub
to the same incident light intensity is only a rough appro
mation. It is well known that the incident light intensit
changes with height, the attenuation being due to Rayle
scattering, as well as absorption and scattering by haze
absorption in the Chappuis absorption bands of ozone.@The
Chappuis absorption bands of ozone are between 500
700 nm~see Fig. 3 of Hulbert in Ref. 5!.# As a consequence
the light intensity at ground level is typically only about 50
of the intensity of light incident on the upper atmosphe
Therefore, the left-hand side of Eq.~2! should be corrected
by a factor of 0.5. On the other hand, the light intensity a
changes with height, that is, the light reaching a certain p
along the line of sight of the sky light in Fig. 5 has alrea
passed a certain path in the atmosphere. The lower the p
tion along the line of sight, the lower is the light intensity
this position. Due to the Chappuis bands of ozone, the s
trum of the solar radiation at different heights of the line
sight of the sky light also changes, that is, the color of
light from various heights may differ slightly. As an ex
ample, Hulbert5 has calculated the attenuation of sun light
sunset while passing through the atmosphere before reac
the zenith line of sight at various heights. Unfortunate
there are no analytical formulas for the attenuation, wh
due to the Chappuis bands strongly depend on wavelen

Estimates of the effect of attenuation on the above anal
of the experiment leads to slightly worse estimates for
982 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2003
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thickness of the atmosphere. There is, however, no sim
derivation for a correction factor of this effect.

Finally, the most severe objection to the above analysi
that scattering near the ground does not only come from p
air but also from haze. In particular, there often is a layer
haze in the lower atmosphere that will affect the air lig
much more strongly than the sky light beam. Because
density of the haze does not follow an exponential law a
because the wavelength dependence of the scattering is
ferent, we would not expect to obtain good approximate
sults for the vertical sky light in a hazy atmosphere.

Obviously, the experiment only works well for a clear a
mosphere; for example, at high elevations and/or very
from industrial regions. In urban areas, a qualitative criter
for good measurement conditions is a clear atmosphere.
above measurement was performed after several days of
giving a very clear atmosphere with an extraordinary b
sky.

IV. COMPARISON TO THE EXPERIMENTS BY
WOOD AND MINNAERT

Wood compared the scattering power of dust-free air
filtered by cotton with the power of the whole atmosphere
comparing the respective scattering intensities. In this c
text, he described a setup similar to the present experime1

Minnaert17 used a similar setup to estimate the thickness
the atmosphere. Both authors mention that in very clear
an intensity match of sky light with air light was found fo
distances of about 330 m whereas on slightly hazy days, o
130 m were found~this numerical coincidence suggests th
Minnaert may have just reproduced Wood’s numbers!. By
using a rough estimate of the reflectivity of 5% and not ta
ing into account the air mass factor, Minnaert came close
6.6 km. Wood made a much more thorough analysis t
Minnaert and took into account the air mass factor, a rou
estimate of the change of light intensity as a function
height, and the polarization of the light. Both Wood and Mi
naert attribute the deviations from the theoretical expec
tions to the scattering of larger haze particles in the low
atmosphere as was done in the present work.

V. SOME IDEAS OF POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS FOR
STUDENT PROJECTS

The method for estimating the equivalent thickness of
atmosphere by light scattering can be used for further disc
sions and extended analysis. Two ideas will be briefly d
cussed here, estimating the mass of air molecules and m
toring air pollution over extended periods of time. It is we
known that in an isothermal atmosphere, the equival
thickness of the atmosphereH is related to the massm of a
gas molecule by20

H5kT/mg, ~4!

whereT is the temperature,k is Boltzmann’s constant, andg
is the acceleration of gravity. Equation~4! easily follows
from the barometric formula, becauseH is related to the
pressure and density at ground level,H5P0 /(r0g). If we
use the ideal gas law, the mass densityr5Nm/V can be
substituted to findH from Eq. ~4!. For T5290 K and H
58000 m, the mass m in Eq.~4! is found to be 5.2
310226 kg. This is reasonably close to the expectation
about 2931.67310227'4.8310226 kg, which resembles
982Michael Vollmer
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the mass of 29 nucleons each with a mass of 1
310227 kg. The number of 29 is chosen to approximate
account for the respective concentrations of N2 ~28 nucleons!
and O2 ~32 nucleons! in the air. The result of the experimen
H55000 m, givesm58.2310226 kg. The measurement o
the equivalent thickness of the atmosphere also can be
to roughly estimate the mass of an air molecule, which
close to that of a nitrogen molecule.

The analysis ofH referred to in Eq.~3! assumes that the
reflectivity of the beam splitter depends on the index of
fractionn of the glass as well as on the degree of polarizat
P of the sky light. A rough estimate ofH was given by
assuming typical values forn and P. The analysis can be
improved by independently measuring both quantities. T
index of refraction is easily determined, for example,
measuring Brewster’s angle using polarized light or by m
suring the transmission and reflectance for near normal i
dence.

Althoughn stays constant, the polarization of the sky lig
can vary appreciably from day to day. Our analysis us
typical values for clear skies as a rough estimate. If the
larization were measured accurately each day, the ana
according to Eq.~3! would be more precise. After finding
value forH for clear sky conditions, measurements with t
present apparatus would also allow us to obtain some q
titative estimates for the degree of atmospheric pollution
der certain conditions. Regarding the analysis, optimum c
ditions would be if the aerosol particles were located only
a thin horizontal layer close to the ground. In this case,
vertical signal would remain unchanged, and the decreas
d would directly reflect the number density of the aeroso

Although this idea is very attractive, a quantitative ana
sis in general usually is difficult, because the vertical dis
bution of the aerosol particles in the atmosphere also eff
the vertical signal. And, as discussed in Sec. III C, as long
the vertical distribution of the light scattering particles a
the wavelength dependence of the scattering are not kno
the simple theory of this paper cannot be applied.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Historically, experiments have been of major importan
for understanding light scattering in the atmosphere. The
oretical approaches of Rayleigh and Mie are well known a
are used to explain many of the fascinating colorful pheno
ena in nature. However, both qualitative and quantitative
periments on the fundamentals of the scattering proce
983 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 10, October 2003
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can help improve our understanding of these phenome
The experiment described here is surprisingly simple to
up and allows a rough estimate of the equivalent thicknes
the atmosphere. The deviations from a purely Rayleigh s
tering atmosphere reveal the importance of scattering by
mospheric haze.
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